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format strings - cheat sheets - custom number format strings creating arrays in vb - tutorials point creating arrays in vb to declare an array in vb, you use the dim statement. for example, dim intdata(30) ' an
array of 31 elements dim strdata(20) as string ' an array of 21 strings dim twodarray(10, 20) as integer 'a two
dimensional array of integers dim ranges(10, 100) 'a two dimensional array variable declaration in vb tutorialspoint - floating point types single and double decimal types decimal boolean types true or false
values, as assigned date types date vb also allows defining other value types of variable like enum and
reference types of variables like class. we will discuss date types and classes in subsequent chapters. variable
declaration in vb data types, arithmetic, strings, input - each one individually. vb allows us to declare
multiple variables of the same type at once, for example: dim a, b as double dim a as double, b as integer dim
c as double = 2, b as integer = 10 variable scope when we dim a variable inside an event, the variable only
“exists” within the scope of the event. vvbb..nneett -- ddaattaa ttyyppeess - vvbb..nneett -- ddaattaa
ttyyppeess data types refer to an extensive system used for declaring variables or functions of different types.
the type of a variable determines how much space it occupies in storage and how the bit pattern stored is
interpreted. data types available in vb vb provides a wide range of data types. vb - select case statement tutorials point - the syntax for a select case statement in vb is as follows: select [ case ] expression [ case
expressionlist [ statements ] ] [ case else [ elsestatements ] ] end select where, expression: is an expression
that must evaluate to any of the elementary data type in visual basic - aivosto - double single double date
char vb 6.0 vb 2005 to 2010 unsigned value signed value only vb6 only vb 2005+ floating point notes arrow
leads from narrow to wide data type. follow arrows to find conversions that always succeed. conversion along
red arrow succeeds, but may lose precision.
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